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Park It! is an intutive 
parking finder app for 
urban areas. 

HMW:

How Might We 

- get people the right parking spot in urban areas?

- compete with existing apps in the market?

- notify people about the parking time expiry?

- be accurate in showing the available spots?

- consider payment method? ( CC/Paypal/Crypto)

- collaborate with various parking companies in the city?

- get permissions from the city and authorities to conduct live testing?

- provide the best customer service to our clients? ( Live Chat, Toll-free)

- help our customers save money?





Business Question to Human Question:



BQ: Can we design a parking space mobile app to help commuters easily find and pay for available parking 
around the Kitchener-Waterloo area?



HQ: Why do people need an app to find and pay for parking around the Kitchener-Waterloo area?



- Are the parking companies charging too much?

- Are the existing companies behind in technology?

- Are the 20+ companies in Kitchener-Waterloo area efficiently managing their parking lots?

- What are the biggest pain-points the users struggling with?

- Who are my competitors in this area of operation and are they effectively addressing people’s issues?

Design Sprint Methodology

Phase 1: Understand



Based on the interaction with a few 
users in my area, I have narrowed 
down some insights. The main 
concerns of people are: lack of spots, 
tight parking spots during peak hours, 
and parking tickets.

Phase 1: Understand

Affinity Clustering



Keeping the project timeline in 
mind, I identified two major 
Parking app providers: 
HonkMobile and Passport Parking.

Competitor Analysis

Phase 1: Understand



Features HonkMobile Passport Parking

- iOS and Android

- Covers all of Canada

- Use Web App to reserve

- Social Media Login 

- Finds lot with Location/ address

-  Crypto as payment

- Spot with EV charger

- Multiple Vehicles

- Timeout alert

Both apps have strong aesthetics and 
freshness. However, Honk Mobile 
takes the User Experience to another 
level by letting people test the 
product first without having any login. 

Phase 1: Understand

Competitor Analysis



The Golden Path clearly defines the 
most significant aspect of the Spot 
On app. We are focusing on the 
usefulness of the search option and 
making the login process quick and 
effortless. 


Phase 2: Define

The Golden Path

User Downloads 
App

Park!

Instant Search View locations 
and prices

Pay and 
reserve

Sign Up with 
phone 
number or 
social 
account

Add Payment 
and Car 
details



Phase 2: Define

User Flow

The User Flow follows a strict but 
minimal path to the end goal. We 
start with the login process and 
finish off with the parking timer 
started. 




Phase 3 & 4: Sketch and Decide

Crazy 8’s and Action Planning

Utilizing the Crazy 8’s method, I 
sketched out eight screens of the 
app. It shows a complete process 
from start to finish of finding a 
parking spot. With Action Planning, 
we identified these eight to align 
with our business question. 



Phase 5: Prototype

Lo-Fi Wireframe

I used the iOS guidelines and iOS 
14 UI kit for the Lo-Fi prototype. 
The results were a uniform and 
consistent design system. 

Play with the Lo-Fi Prototype >

https://www.figma.com/proto/R52ZS6H2orfa75Sg83EWtj/SpotOn-App?node-id=18%3A3&scaling=scale-down


Phase 5: Prototype

Hi-Fi Prototype

I tweaked the fonts in the Hi-Fi 
prototype, making them easy to 
read. I also ensured that it was 
accessible on many devices. Most 
of the colors used were iOS 
native/system default.

Play with the Hi-Fi Prototype >

https://www.figma.com/proto/R52ZS6H2orfa75Sg83EWtj/SpotOn-App?node-id=39%3A834&scaling=contain


Phase 5: Validate

Usability Study

I have identified Guerilla Testing 
and Moderated Remote Tests as 
the two usability testing methods 
for the parkit app. 

a.  I will be utilizing the Guerilla Testing for my lo-fi prototype and Moderated Remote Testing for my Hi-Fi 

prototype.


- Guerilla Testing allows me to identify the actual need for my app in the market. Showing my lo-fi prototype to 

random people will result in invaluable qualitative data collection. Moreover, it allows me to validate certain design 

elements and the app's functionality in a 5 to 10 minutes conversation. 


-  For my Hi-Fi prototype, Moderated Remote Testing allows me to collect quantitative and qualitative data in a 

shorter timeframe. I can set up a series of tasks that the users will be performing live via video interviews. The 

users can ask me questions on the spot to getting clarity on the app's navigation and logic.

b. I would test the app with a minimum of 5 and a maximum of 10 users. They will be of different ethnic and 

age groups. 



c. Following are the questions I would ask users about my prototype:


-  What other parking apps have you used before using the park-it app?


- Do you like the interface design of the app? Is it easy to use?


- What do you think of the dashboard page? Was it easy to find a parking spot?


- What features were you most excited about while using the app? Why?


- What caused you the most frustration? Why?


- How likely are you to refer this app to your friends and family? Why or Why not?


- Overall, how would you describe the experience using the park-it app?





END.
Thank You


